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Abstract: In this paper we present language technology enhancements to audio-
based information services (i.e. services where information is presented using 
spoken language). The enhancements presented in the paper addresses two issues for 
audio-based services: 1) interaction with the service is rigid and 2) the ability to 
listen to summaries is limited. Our developments allow for more natural and efficient 
control of the service and means that facilitates skim reading. Using speech dialogue 
instead of traditional buttons provides means for more advanced navigation in the 
audio material. Vector space techniques are used to collect the most relevant 
sentences in a text and allows for skim reading of varying depth. 

1. Introduction 
Today most interactions with technical products are realized using variants of visual user 
interfaces. The same holds for most techniques for information distribution.  Many persons, 
e.g. persons with visual disabilities or dyslexia, or various age related disabilities, have 
limited access to such information. The need for audio-based information services is 
significant for these groups.  Considering that in a recent survey 98% answer "No" to the 
question "Did you manage to read what you wanted to read yesterday?" and that more than 
90% of today’s information is available in text format only, the user group above is 
extended enormously.  For instance, persons listening to PM:s or reports while driving. 
 The company AudioToMe has developed a large archive of human voice accessible 
information based on an open Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) enabling various audio 
based services support for multiple consumer channels/devices, giving consumers access to 
audio services using standard consumer technologies. 

2. Objectives 
The objective of this research is to improve interaction of the AudioToMe information 
services utilizing methods from language technology.  Today, users select information to 
listen to using the keypad on a cell phone or a special device. This provides a robust and 
easy to use navigation. However, it is not that natural, flexible or efficient. 

2.1 Interaction 
If an information system instead were controlled through speech interaction, it would be 
possible to provide flexible and efficient navigation even without visual elements.  Speech 
interaction allows users, not only to skip articles and navigate on subject level but also to 
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search for specific articles using natural language. Natural language dialogue systems are 
today commercially used for a variety of tasks, and generic dialogue systems are available 
(e.g. [1,2]) that provide a repository of frameworks and tools in the form of software code 
that can be shared amongst researchers and that is ready to be used and re-used in industry. 
To illustrate consider the dialogue excerpt below: 
User: Any news about Nokia today?  
System: There are stock quotes and an article entitled "Nokia releases new GPS-phone". 

Which one are you interested in?    
User: Read the article  
System: <Reads article>  
User: Stop. What will the weather be like in Linköping tomorrow? 

This short excerpt illustrates how users can navigate a newspaper in a much more 
natural and efficient way than pressing buttons for moving forward or skipping articles.   

2.2 Skim Reading 
It should also be possible to efficiently browse information, including skim reading at 
various levels and present summaries of texts. 
 Summarizing techniques can already be quite useful when applied to written text, but 
with such a static, visual media you still have the option of skimming through the area in 
any direction and at any pace you'd like. Audio, however, is a strictly linear, non-static 
media where you can only go in one direction while gathering information. Since most of 
us are able to make out words if they are read to us in normal or a little above normal pace, 
the shortened material produced by a summariser would be immensely useful to people 
skimming an audio file 

3. Methodology 
Different methods will be used in different sub-projects. Software development is carried 
out in parallel with the empirical investigations. Thus, agile software development 
methodology is utilised as it facilitates rapid prototyping and user involvement [3,4]. 

3.1 Interaction 
There are a number of well-explored dialogue phenomena that can be utilised to direct 
speech interaction, such as clarification request, contextual interpretation, and topic shifts 
c.f. [3], but these are merely techniques and as such only useful if correctly used. 
Understanding which features to use in various situations, and how they are realized in 
language, e.g. various prompts, is therefore of utmost importance for speech controlled 
interaction to be useful. 
 To address this, we need to investigate the behaviour of users interacting with a sound-
based medium in various situations and consequently we utilise qualitative methods, such 
as interviews and open prototype evaluations. 

3.2 Skim Reading 
Skim reading also involves various techniques depending on situation, user and information 
content. For instance, a politician driving and skim reading a report before a meeting would 
probably prefer a short summary of the report, whereas a visually impaired person listening 
to the daily newspaper might prefer keywords reflecting the content of a story.  
Investigations on user opinions on various techniques for skim reading in different 
situations are consequently important, combining qualitative and quantitative methods. 
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4. Technology Description 
AudioToMe services include audio mailbox, pod casts, RSS, banking services, landlord 
information, health care information, and newspapers. The sound files are easy to access 
and users can create their own profile reflecting the order in which they want to listen to the 
information, e.g. a newspaper.  

4.1 Interaction  
Newspaper information is stored in m3u or DAISY (Digital Accessible Information 
SYstem) files generated every day and contain subject area tags and within each subject 
area the relevant articles are ordered based on an individual user's normal reading order.  
The parsed m3u-files provide a basic structure for each user and are used for browsing data.  
 We will use the Nuance speech recognizer, which is a speaker independent recognizer 
that allows for full sentence recognition. Interaction can be accomplished using more or 
less sophisticated commands. Some commands are domain independent, such as READ 
<x>, where <x> can be the name of a paper, an article, a report etc., NEXT, PAUSE, 
STOP, BACK etc. Others are domain dependent, e.g. DELETE makes sense in an e-mail 
system but not when reading the newspaper.  
 Control in the AudioToMe service system is done using various spoken commands, 
based on results from the empirical investigations. The commands must be natural to use, 
but at the same time technically easy to identify. Unfortunately, words that are easy to 
identify for the speech recognizer need not be the ones that users prefer to use. 

4.2 Skim Reading 
Skim reading techniques depend on the situation, user, information needs etc. Sometimes 
whole sentences are preferred, for instance as a summary of a report, but key words, 
reflecting the content of a text, can also be used as a basis for deciding if an article is 
interesting to hear.  
 For skim reading we utilise the DAISY format, which defines how textual information 
links to corresponding sections in sound files. DAISY also defines a number of standard 
tags for marking up sections, depending on the source text. For instance, in fiction novels 
there are tags for chapters, whereas scientific texts have tags down to the level of single 
sentences. Newspapers are somewhere in between depending on the publisher. 
 It is, thus, possible to use standard text search techniques to navigate in the information 
and once selected play the corresponding sound file.   
 Vector space techniques[5], such as Latent Semantic Analysis[6], and Random 
Indexing[7], on whole sentences create the set of sentences in a text that best resembles the 
original content[8]. Using whole sentences means that no speech synthesis is needed, 
instead sentences are assembled from the original corpus and the sound files are delivered.  
 Vector space techniques used in a similar way on words provide content information. In 
such cases pre-processing is used to remove stop words, build term lists (with synonyms), 
and perform stemming. Finally, speech synthesis is needed to deliver the information. 

5. Developments 
For skim reading we are using two techniques, PageRank and Random Indexing[9]. 
Random Indexing is performed using use the Java-toolkit developed by Martin Hassel[10]. 
Based on Hassel´s toolkit we have developed a test bed allowing us to pick out words or 
sentences from the text and also vary the number of items to present. The program also uses 
the Snowball-stemmer[11]. 
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 Random Indexing is language independent and it is thus possible to produce summaries 
for many languages. However, stemming and stop word lists are language specific and new 
such are needed for high quality summaries. 

6. Results 
This section presents results from experiments on interaction and skim reading. 

6.1 Interaction 
We have done initial investigations on how people would like to use speech to navigate 
audio-based newspapers. The pilot tests have been performed on four students from 
Linköping University in Sweden, three men and one woman. During these tests the 
experimenter had a computer with a program for audio based newspapers. The newspapers 
are recorded by the newspaper company and distributed over the Internet or with the radio 
to the subscribers. The investigations were exploratory. The participants were to pretend 
that they had access to audio-based newspapers in their daily lives and were instructed to 
use language freely to control the interaction. We also assigned tasks to the participants like 
“Read the domestic news” and “Read the second letter in ‘Ordet fritt’” (Ordet fritt is the 
section with letters to the newspaper). 
 Three of the four participants started immediately by saying the name of the section 
they wanted to read. The fourth participant said the name of the newspaper and then 
continued with the name of the section he was interested in. To start reading an article 
subjects either wanted to say the article name or number of the article in numerical order, 
the persons that wanted some kind of table of contents read when they entered a section 
suggested this. Three of the four participants wanted to hear some kind of table of contents. 
 Two of the four participants talked spontaneously about searching with key words. For 
instance, searching for special words in the text or headlines to find an interesting article.   
 The difference in expected response from the system varied. One subject wanted to be 
certain the system had understood his question and preferred paraphrasing like “Do you 
want to go to domestic news?” One subject preferred if the system started to read articles, 
or if the command was intended to direct to a section, to read the name of the section.  
 The study on speech-controlled interaction has provided a corpus that will be used for 
initial development of the speech-controlled interface.  
 Further investigations will be carried out to develop the dialogue system and to 
overcome the problem that it can be hard to make people pretend that they are talking to a 
computer or in this case something that don’t even exist. To handle this, we will use a 
method similar to[12], where participants will talk to a human that in turn is accessing the 
current button-based system. These dialogues will be distilled[13] and analysed to provide 
further knowledge on how persons want to talk to a computer, what kind of commands they 
want to use and what kind of functions they need.  

6.2 Skim Reading 
We have also conducted experiments on two types of summaries for skim reading, 
presenting only words or presenting whole sentences. In the study, 20 students, between 20-
30 years old, not visually impaired, listened to sound files of either complete sentences or 
words. Humans, not synthetic speech, were used to produce the sound files.   
 The subjects were presented a varying number of sentences, or words, representing the 
”best” 10, 25, 50 or 70% of the total number of sentences, where “best” is based on the 
Random Indexing ranking. Stop words were removed when words were presented to the 
subjects. The order in which sentences, or words, occurred in the original text were 
preserved when presented to the subjects. 
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 Our results show that subjects prefer whole sentences to words on all four levels (10, 
25, 50 or 70% of the sentences or words). 17 out of 20 preferred sentences to words. Note 
that in the instructions we informed our subjects that 10% should be seen as a way of 
deciding if an article is worth reading whereas 70% should be seen as a summary of the 
text. One could assume that on the 10% or 20% level subjects would prefer words to 
sentences as an indication to whether the article is interesting to listen to or not, but that 
was not the case.  
 Thus, our initial experiments conclude that for un-experienced users whole sentences 
are preferred for skim reading. Further research will include using experienced users of 
audio-based services. 

7. Business Benefits 
The core business of Audio To Me is to give consumers access to written information 
through the use of audio. This includes all aspects from service design and content 
production to multi channel access and user experience. The research described above is a 
direct result of field tests and requests from our customers. Adding this to our portfolio will 
directly enhance the customer value proposition of our services. 
 Both enhancements, natural dialogue and advanced skim reading, will improve our 
market position significantly and gives us a strong position to address local, regional and a 
global market. Our services address a wide range of consumers, from people with defined 
reading disabilities to the executive enable to find time for reading in a busy schedule.  
 An example of customer value is how advanced skim reading will help a political 
active person with dyslexia get an grip of the extensive text material required in an the 
democratic process. 
 A segment of special interest is consumers with low technical adoption where audio 
services can be a new way to give access to media based on RSS, PodCast and blogs etc. 
We have found the demographic and structurally prerequisites for these type of new audio 
services positively homogenous within major parts of the European market. 

8. Conclusions 
We have presented language technology enhancements to support navigating large 
collections of information material available as audio services.  
 The research addresses two of the major issues that have been identified in 
investigations of various uses of audio services. The physical user interface with buttons of 
various sizes is often a challenge for non-technically skilled users or users with motor 
dysfunctions. Providing means to use spoken interaction to direct the information services 
greatly enhances the usability of audio-based services. Furthermore, active persons with 
reading disabilities face the challenge to orient in and select information from large text 
masses. Giving such users the possibility to skim read greatly enhances their productivity 
and hopefully enjoyment using audio-based services.  
 Currently our results are mainly from investigations on how users would like to use 
language technology based software in audio-based services. We have not yet integrated the 
software components for speech-controlled interface or the skim reading techniques to 
AudioToMe’s products.  
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